LOREMO has its origins in Barcelona. The hometown of the
artist Pablo Picasso. The city of endless freedom, creativity
and passion. The city of millions of different shining colors.
The city of pure inspiration for every artist. The city where a
work of art embodies a poem without words.
With the abstract artworks of LOREMO, we would like to
awaken exactly this joie de vivre and this positive attitude
towards life in you. Modern, expressive and sophisticated.
Each piece is individually handcrafted and carries within
both - the energy of the artist and the artistic concept that it
embodies in its perfection.
As a link between the artist and the customer, LOREMO,
as a modern art label, offers for the first time a platform
that brings together the uniqueness of an artwork with your
own distinctive character in order to create something very
individual and personal.

„The Spanish emotion, passion and its expressiveness combined with the bright colors of Barcelona
inspired me. This was the starting point of LOREMO
and the idea of coLOREMOtions.“

Founder LOREMO _ Franziska Scheuerle

Colors are the mirror of the soul. Colors help strong
personalities to express themselves individually by underlining the style of their unique character.
At LOREMO, we want to bring more color into your life by
creating bespoke abstract, statement artworks - matching in
SIZE (canvas size), COLORS (color code) & STYLE (painting
style) to suit your personality and interior design.
You don‘t have much time? No problem! With only few
clicks you can create your desired parameters at LOREMO
in a time-saving, quick and easy way, in order to have your
personal unique piece of art painted by our artists to match
your interior color code.
If you are still unsure which colors fit into your interior, our
trained and experienced color and design experts will be
happy to support you to find the right colors through an
individual digital colour and style consultation.

COLORUPYOURLIFE
with the abstract statement artworks by LOREMO

Your Colors.
Your Style.
Your Art.

Pimp
your
room
& style
it up.

COLORUPYOURHOME
Your home is still missing an aesthetic eye-catcher? Have
you been looking for a suitable artwork for a long time? But
so far either the canvas size, the colors or the painting style
did not suit your interior design? Are you tired of research?
LOREMO customizes your abstract statement artwork
individually tailored to your lifestyle and your personal
ideas, matching the interior color code of your home.
You also have the option of booking a digital color and
design consultation with us. Our color and design experts
will be happy to advise you on the colors that best suit your
home. 100% tailor-made, the abstract statement artworks
by LOREMO not only ensure a WOW effect every time your
friends visit you in your home sweet home, they are rather
an exclusive eye-catcher, inspiring you anew every day and
putting you in a happy mood.

I have
a whole
universe
in my
mind.

COLORUPYOURBUSINESS
You strive for productive and innovative employees as well
as satisfied and happy customers?
Then say goodbye to dull, dreary office spaces or empty
walls. LOREMO colors up your business.
Our abstract statement artworks not only create a cozy
office atmosphere, but also encourage the creativity and
innovative spirit of your employees.
LOREMO creates abstract statement artworks individually
tailored to your business in line with your corporate identity
colors and/or the color code of your brand logo.
Whether office, co-working space, café, restaurant, medical
surgery, hotel or fashion boutique - LOREMO helps you to
establish an integrated look of your business appearance
with customized art.

Creating means
Intelligence having fun.

Each abstract statement artwork will be created individually
for you with a great attention to detail based on your
aspirations and ideas. Personalization, Savoir-Faire and a
“made with love” attitude are our focus.
Our artworks are not prints, multiple productions or duplicates, but rather exclusively unique and thus unmistakably
one-of-a-kind painted pieces of art.
LOREMO represents artists with rough edges, who are
authentic and passionate about what they love: Art.
Our talented art creators are characterized by a modern,
innovative mindset as well as curiosity and the pursuit of the
extraordinary.
With a special eye for beauty and aesthetics, our creative
artists create abstract art paintings that not only captivate
with their expressiveness, but also cast a unique spell over
the viewer. The joie de vivre with which they were painted
can literally be felt when contemplate the art.

From
another
point
of view.
Colors touch your Soul.
Colors areJoie
de Vivre.

"No matter what
you do, do it with
dedication and
passion."

UNIQUE
ART PAINTINGS

COLOUR & DESIGN
CONSULTING

All statement artworks by LOREMO
are custom-made with love for you
by our creative artists. They are nor
art prints, nor multiple creations or
duplicates. They are exclusively
one-of-a-kind unique art paintings,
original and unmistakable pieces.
We follow the principle of the
modern abstract and contemporary
art approach. Our focus is to create
personalized art made to be loved
and last to underline your lifestyle
and make your home even more an
aesthetically pleasure.

Our experienced color and design
experts
support
you
locationindependent through digital media
tools in order to figure out the right
color code for your dream painting.
Within the digital color and design
session, the experts will incorporate
the latest color and design trends.
They will have a look at your interior
design concept and your personality
in order to deliver you the best match
in color, size and style. One digital
session lasts on average 45-60 min
depending on your individual requests.

EXCLUSIVE
PACKAGING
We are focusing on individuality and a personal approach. For
us it is of highest importance
to take the time to listen to your
individual expectations and turn
them into reality. Upon request,
your statement artwork will be
exclusively packaged with a
personal signed greeting card
from your artist an afterwards be
delivered to your most beloved
person as a special gift together
with our LOREMO Art Certificate
of Authenticity.

DO YOU WANT TO
COLOR UP YOUR LIFE?
Are you interested in an abstract statement artwork
by LOREMO or would you like to learn more about us?
Then visit us on our website and become a member of our
art community at www.loremo.de

or contact us
contact@loremo.de
+49 (0) 1578 203 1803
We look forward to hearing from you!

LOREMO
Customized Art made with love.
Telefon: +49 (0) 1578 203 1803
E-Mail: contact@loremo.de

www.instagram.com/loremoofficial
www.loremo.de

